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KLE Technological University (KLE Tech) has its roots in one of the premier engineering institution of Karnataka, B. V. Bhoomaraddi College of Engineering and Technology (BVB), a prestigious engineering college in Hubli. The founding organization KLE Society, Belgaum, established BVB college in 1947 with an aspiration of creating an institution that would lay the foundation of modern engineering education in northern region of Karnataka. Over the years, it evolved to reach and hold a unique position of pride in the technical education system of India. As we entered into the 21st century, the college undertook comprehensive reform process to adapt to the challenging global engineering education scenario. In pursuit of academic excellence, the college attained academic autonomy from University Grant Commission (UGC) in the year 2007. As an autonomous the college, BVB established its distinctive character in the academic space through its curriculum and outstanding student experience. Over the time it gained tremendous credibility with the industries and employers and emerged as a brand to reckon with. The Alumni of the Institute have done exceedingly well in all spheres of life at both national and international levels and brought name and fame for themselves as well as to their Alma Mater.

The times have changed, and the higher educational institutions need to continually innovate to maintain and enhance their relevance to meet the ever changing demands of global economies. Apart from delivering good quality education, the institutions are expected to develop their capacity in research and innovation. They also need to undergo a fundamental transformation in terms of their role in the society, mode of operation, and economic structure and the scale at which they operate.

Connectivity

Hubli has its own airport which connects the city well with rest of India. Direct flights to Hubli are available from Bangalore, Hyderabad, Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai, Ahmedabad, Cochin and Goa.

Being the headquarters of the South Western Railway zone, there are daily trains to major towns of the country. The connectivity is equally good by road to a number of major cities.

Programs Offered

Undergraduate

- Mechanical Engineering
- Electronics & Communication Engineering
- Computer Science & Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Electrical & Electronics Engineering
- Automation & Robotics
- Biotechnology
- Architecture
- Structural Engineering
- Production Management
- Energy Systems Engineering
- Computer Science & Engineering
- Digital Electronics
- Machine Design
- VLSI Design & Embedded Systems
- Master of Computer Applications
- Master of Business Administration

Post Graduate

Undergraduate Eligibility Criteria

Bachelor of Engineering (BE)

10+2 (PCM) with CET / Karnataka / ComedK / JEE any one Rank Compulsory

Lateral entry to BE Programs (Admission to 2nd year BE)

10 + 3 (Diploma in appropriate Branch)

Bachelor of Architecture (B. Arch.)

10 + 2 (Science) (NATA required)
10 + 3 (Diploma in Civil / Architecture)
Unrivaled Student Achievements

Team aeroKLE tops the country in SAE India Aero Design Challenge 2019

KLE Tech team tops KAGGLE, ImageNet Object Localization Challenge 2019

KLE Tech bagged first place in Grand Finale of Smart India Hackathon 2019

KLE Tech Won the A3 Foundation Innovative Design Award 2019

KLE Technological University bags 2nd place in Baja SAE 2019

SAE INDIA E-BAJA 2017
Bagged the Best Engineering Design Award, 2nd in Durability and also finished as Runners-up at the event

ULTRA GOLF KART CHAMPIONSHIP 2016
BVBCET Students won National Championship

BEST INNOVATORS AWARD OF DST AND CII
Competing with 600 projects, won the First Prize

3D CAR DESIGN CHALLENGE
Bagged First & Second in SAEINDIA ICAM Contest

IEEE President’s Change the World Competition
Next only to Stanford University in the race

6000+ Students
72 Years
15000+ Alumni Base